HOW TO FOLD 1 PIECE OF PAPER INTO A MINI COLORING BOOK:

Fold page in half, hamburger style.

Fold each side of the hamburger in half, so they meet in the middle.

Your paper should then have four sections like this.

Then, fold your paper in half, hotdog style.

Now your paper should have 8 sections, like this.

Fold your paper back into hotdog style, with the printed side facing out. Then, cut a thin slit along the center crease of the two middle sections.

You should now have a kooky paper structure like this. When you push the sides together, a diamond shape forms in the center-- keep pushing!

When smushed completely together, you should have a four-pointed cross section.

TADA! You have yourself a book!

take two of the pages and start to wrap them around and fold the other pages inside.